PRICE LIST FOR DNA SUBSCRIPTIONS
NO LONGER SOLD

09/2018

DNA Rajaton 3G and 4G
– Unlimited use, unlimited domestic calls, text and multimedia messages,
and data transfer.
DNA Rajaton 4G Super
Monthly fee
€39.90/month
Maximum speed 			
300 Mbps

DNA Rajaton 4G
Monthly fee 				
Maximum speed
			

€34.50/month
4G LTE network 150 Mbps

DNA Rajaton 4G Teho and DNA Rajaton 4G Teho Extra
Monthly fee 				
Maximum speed
			

€29.90/month
50 Mbps

DNA Rajaton 3G Perus
Monthly fee 				
Maximum speed
			

€24.90/month
21 Mbps

DNA Rajaton 3G
Monthly fee 				
Maximum speed
			
Use domestically: DNA Rajaton 3G and 4G monthly subscription
				
fees
include standard-priced domestic calls to domestic fixed
and mobile communication networks and standard-priced text
and multimedia messages sent domestically to domestic mobile
subscriptions during the billing period. Data transfer in DNA
Rajaton subscriptions is included in the monthly subscription
fee. The subscriptions do not include calls to service numbers,

€29.50/month
21 Mbps

nationwide corporate numbers or calls to abroad, and text and

				
multimedia messages sent to service numbers or to or from abroad.
Standard-priced domestic video calls €0.20/min. When phoning
service or corporate numbers or abroad, there is a charge of €0.20/
min for mobile phone calls, €0.09/min for video calls, charged by
the second, and €0.09 for text messages.

DNA SuperÄlypaketti
– Unlimited use, unlimited data transfer.
DNA SuperÄlypaketti 4G 200
Data transfer
			
Maximum speed
			
Monthly fee 				
Standard–priced domestic calls 				
Standard–priced domestic text messages			

Unlimited data
50 Mbps
€24.50/month
200 min
200 msgs

DNA SuperÄlypaketti 1M 200
Maximum speed
			
Monthly fee 				
Standard-priced domestic calls 				
Standard-priced domestic text messages 			
The prices include VAT. DNA Plc reserves the right to change the information.

1 Mbps				
€11.90/month
200 min
200 msgs

DNA SuperÄlypaketti 1M 350
Maximum speed
			
Monthly fee 				
Standard-priced domestic calls 				
Standard-priced domestic text messages 			
Use domestically: DNA SuperÄlypaketti monthly subscription
fee includes standard-priced domestic calls to domestic fixed
and mobile communication networks and standard-priced text
messages sent domestically to domestic mobile subscriptions
during the billing period. DNA SuperÄlypaketti calls are charged
by the second, calls in excess of the package cost €0.09 / min
and text messages €0.09 each. Multimedia messages cost €0.40
each. Data transfer is included in the monthly subscription fee.

1 Mbps
€16.90/month
350 min
350 msgs

Call and message package: The package includes standardpriced domestic phone calls to fixed and mobile communication
networks and text messages sent domestically to domestic mobile
subscriptions during the billing period. The subscriptions do not
include calls to service numbers, nationwide corporate numbers or
calls to or from abroad, and text messages sent to service numbers
or to or from abroad.

DNA Paketti – Unlimited use, unlimited data transfer.
DNA Paketti 10M 200
Maximum speed
			
Monthly fee 				
Standard-priced domestic calls 				
Standard-priced domestic text messages 			

10 Mbps
€23.90/month
200 min
200 msgs

DNA Paketti 2M 200
Maximum speed
			
Monthly fee 				
Standard-priced domestic calls 				
Standard-priced domestic text messages 			
Use domestically: DNA Paketti monthly subscription fee
includes standard-priced domestic calls to domestic fixed and
mobile communication networks and standard-priced text
messages sent domestically to domestic mobile subscriptions
during the billing period. DNA Paketti calls are charged by the
second, calls in excess of the package cost €0.09 / min and
text messages €0.09 each. Multimedia messages cost €0.40
each. Data transfer is included in the monthly subscription fee.

2 Mbps
€19.90/month
200 min
200 msgs

Outside the 4G network, the subscription works in a 3G network.
Call and message package: The package includes standardpriced domestic phone calls to fixed and mobile communication
networks and text messages sent domestically to domestic mobile
subscriptions during the billing period. The subscriptions do not
include calls to service numbers, nationwide corporate numbers or
calls to or from abroad, and text or multimedia messages sent to
service numbers or to or from abroad.

DNA Älypaketti subscriptions
Call and text message package
		

100 min.
+50 msgs

500min.
+ 200 msgs

1200 min.
+ 500 msgs

3000 min.
+ 3000 msgs

DNA Älypaketti 2M
€12,90
€18,90
€24,90
€33,90
Maximum speed 			
2 Mbps
DNA Älypaketti 21M
€16,90
€22,90
€28,90
€37,90
Maximum speed 				
21 Mbps
DNA Älypaketti 50M
€22,80
€28,80
€34,80
€43,80
Maximum speed 				
50 Mbps
Use domestically: DNA Älypaketti calls are charged by the
second, calls in excess of the package cost €0.09 / min and
text messages €0.09 each. When phoning service or corporate
numbers or numbers abroad, there is a charge of €0.09 / min for

mobile phone calls or €0.20 / second for video calls, and €0.09 for
each text message. Multimedia messages cost €0.40 each. Data
transfer is included in the monthly subscription fee.

DNA Mini

Monthly fee 		
€0.90
Standard-priced domestic calls 		
€0.07/min
Standard-priced domestic text messages 		
€0.07/msgs
Use domestically: Calls in DNA Mini subscriptions are charged
by the minute. When phoning service or corporate numbers or
abroad, there is a charge of €0.09/min for mobile phone calls or

€0.20/min for video calls, charged by the second, and €0.09 for
each text message. Multimedia messages cost €0.40 each.

The prices include VAT. DNA Plc reserves the right to change the information.

DNA Äly
– Unlimited use, unlimited data transfer. The faster the data transfer,
the cheaper the phone calls and text messages.
DNA Äly Perusdata
Monthly fee 			
€0.90
Standard-priced domestic calls
		
€0.07/min
Standard-priced domestic text messages 			
€0.07/msg
Data transfer 			
€1.99/day*

				

DNA Äly 0.5M
Monthly fee 			
€5.90
Standard-priced domestic calls
		
€0.06/min
Standard-priced domestic text messages 			
€0.06/msg
Maximum speed 			
0.5 Mbps

DNA Äly 2M
Monthly fee 			
€9.90
Standard-priced domestic calls
		
€0.05/min
Standard-priced domestic text messages 			
€0.05/msg
Maximum speed 			
2 Mbps

DNA Äly 50M
Monthly fee 			
€19.80
Standard-priced domestic calls
		
€0.04/min
Standard-priced domestic text messages 			
€0.04/msg
Maximum speed 			
50 Mbps
*The Perusdata option has a basic feature of a 21 Mbps data transfer. Data transfer €1.99/day. There will be no charge if no data is
transferred. The use of data transfer services on the subscription can be prevented altogether by activating the Dataesto service. Outside
the 4G network, the subscription works in a 3G network.
Use domestically: Calls in DNA Äly subscriptions are charged by
the minute. When phoning service or corporate numbers or abroad,
there is a charge of €0.09/min for mobile phone calls or €0.20/min for

video calls, charged by the second, and €0.09 for each text message.
Multimedia text messages €0.40/msg

DNA Jämpti 4G

Monthly fee 		
€18.90
Standard-priced domestic calls 		
€0.07/min
Standard-priced domestic text messages 		
€0.07/msg
Maximum speed 			
21 Mbps
				
Use domestically: Calls in DNA Jämpti 4G subscriptions are
charged by the minute. When phoning service or corporate numbers or abroad, there is a charge of €0.09/min for mobile phone

calls or €0.20/min for video calls, charged by the second, and
€0.09 for each text message. Multimedia messages cost €0.40
each.

Use abroad: When using the subscription in EU and EEA countries,
calls and messages are charged according to use in domestic
prices. Calls cost €0.07 per minute and text messages €0.07 each.
The subscription includes 6 GB/month of data transfer in EU and

EEA countries, after which data transfer costs €0.0074/MB in EU
and EEA countries. Domestic calls and text messages to abroad are
charged separately. More information at www.dna.fi/EUroaming.

The prices include VAT. DNA Plc reserves the right to change the information.

DNA Perus -liittymä														
Monthly fee 				
€4.90
Standard-priced domestic calls 		
€0.07/min
Standard-priced domestic text messages 		
€0.07/msg
Maximum speed 			
256 kbps
Use domestically: In DNA Perus, calls cost €0.20/min, charged by
the second, and text messages €0.09/msg. When phoning service
or corporate numbers or abroad, Multimedia text messages €0.40/

msg there is a charge of €0.09/min for mobile phone calls or €0.20/
min for video calls,

Use of telephone subscriptions abroad: See dna.fi for the prices of
making and receiving calls, sending messages and of data transfer.
When you send a multimedia message, you are charged a fee for
each message and the foreign operator’s data transfer fee abroad.
When you receive a multimedia message, you are only charged for
the data transfer. The default balance limit abroad is EUR 60 per
billing period.

Calls to DNA subscriptions: charged according to the operator’s
price list.
Call forwarding: Call forwarding in Finland to DNA Voicemail and
to DNA mobile subscriptions is free of charge. Other call forwarding
is charged according to the price list. Call forwarding within the EU
to your own DNA Voicemail is free of charge. In other countries,
call forwarding is charged according to the international price list.

DNA Veppi – Fast mobile broadband for a tablet or Mokkula.
DNA Hypernetti 4G
Monthly fee 			
€34.90
Maximum speed 			 300 Mbps

DNA Tehonetti 4G
Monthly fee 			
€21,90
Maximum speed 			 50 Mbps

DNA Veppi 4G Perus
Monthly fee 			
€13.90
Maximum speed 			 10 Mbps
				

DNA Veppi 4G Teho
Monthly fee 			
Maximum speed 			

€19.90
Mbps

4G LTE network 50

				

DNA Veppi 4G Super
Monthly fee 			
Maximum speed 			

EUR 29.90
Mbps

4G LTE network 150

				

DNA Veppi Mini
Monthly fee 			
€9.90
Maximum speed 			 1 Mbps
				

DNA Veppi Plus
Monthly fee 			
€13.90
Maximum speed 			 21 Mbps

DNA Veppi
Monthly fee 			
€12.90
Maximum speed 			 21 Mbps
				

DNA Veppi 4G
Monthly fee 			
€19.90
Maximum speed 			 150 Mbps
These speeds are the theoretical maximum speeds enabled by
Basic services for the subscriptions: Receiving standard text
				
the service. The fastest connections are achieved with suitable
messages.
mobile devices within DNA’s 3G/4G network. For a more detailed
Use abroad: The default setting is that use abroad is blocked. The
description, see the special terms and conditions applicable to
default balance limit abroad in EUR 60 per billing period provided
DNA mobile broadband (Liikkuva laajakaista). Check coverage at:
use is allowed. Go to dna.fi for data transfer prices.
dna.fi.
Additional service: Use abroad.

The prices include VAT. DNA Plc reserves the right to change the information.

DNA Veppi Tablet – Mobile broadband for a tablet.
DNA Veppi Tablet
Subscription for random use of tablet computer. No monthly fee. Usage fee of €0.99 per day if data transfer has been used.														

Monthly fee 				
Maximum speed 				

€0.00
up to 21 Mbps

					

DNA Veppi Tablet 4G

Up to 150 Mbps in a 4G network. No monthly fee. Usage fee of €1.49 per day if data transfer has been used. 														

Monthly fee 				
Maximum speed 				

€0.00
up to 150 Mbps

					
These speeds are the theoretical maximum speeds enabled by
the service. The fastest connections are achieved with suitable
mobile devices within DNA’s 3G/4G network. For a more detailed
description, see the special terms and conditions applicable to
DNA mobile broadband (Liikkuva laajakaista). Check coverage at:
dna.fi.

DNA Plc
Läkkisepäntie 21, Helsinki
P.O. Box 10, 01044 DNA

Basic services for the subscriptions: Receiving standard text
messages.
Use abroad: The default setting is that use abroad is blocked. The
default balance limit abroad in EUR 60 per billing period provided
use is allowed. Go to dna.fi for data transfer prices.
Additional service: Use abroad.

dna.fi
Tel. +358 44 0440
Domicile: Helsinki

The prices include VAT. DNA Plc reserves the right to change the information.

Business ID: 0592509-6
VAT number: FI05925096

